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Recursive saturation has come to play an important part in the model theory of 
Peano Arithmetic (PA). One of the neater results is the theorem of Smoryfiski 
and Stavi [16] that recursive saturation is preserved by cofinal extensions. (We 
give a quite simple proof of this in Corollary 1.3(i).) It is natural to inquire about 
a converse to this theorem, but the answer comes too quickly: A model of PA has 
a recursively saturated, cofinal extension iff it is tall. 
The Smoryfiski-Stavi theorem loses nothing if the cofinal extensions are re- 
quired to be simple. Besides, simple cofinal extensions arise quite naturally here 
because of Kotlarski’s observation (Corollary 1.3(iii)) that the Smoryfiski-Stavi 
theorem implies that o,-saturation is preserved by simple, cofinal extensions. 
Notice also that a simple elementary extension must be cofinal in order to be 
recursively saturated (Proposition 1.6). It is thus we are led to the following two 
questions: 
(1) Does some tall model of PA that is not recursively saturated have a 
recursively saturated simple extension? 
(2) Does every tall model of PA have a recursively saturated simple extension? 
We will show in this paper that (1) has a positive answer whereas (2) is 
answered negatively. Moreover, we characterize among countable models of PA 
those which do have recursively saturated simple extensions: they are precisely 
the lofty models. The notion of a lofty model of PA is the central new concept 
introduced here, and it is the main purpose of this paper to study it and its 
relation to recursive saturation. This will be done in Sections l-4. 
More precisely, we shall be concerned with a refinement of the notion of 
loftiness: for a model % of PA and e E N, we define when % is e-lofty. In Theorem 
3.1 we give the following characterization. If ‘% is countable and e EN, then 8 is 
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e-lofty iff % has a recursively saturated simple, cofinal extension %(b) with b <e. 
If we let L(s) be the set {e E N: %! is not e-lofty}, then Theorem 2.8 asserts that 
L(%) is an initial segment which is closed under multiplication. We show in 
Theorem 4.11 that essentially there is no more that can be said about I,(%). 
In Section 5 we consider simple cofinal extensions of K+-saturated models, 
answering a question of Kotlarski concerning uncountable K. 
The countable, recursively saturated models of PA form a countably PC: class 
(Definition 6.1), as can be seen by using satisfaction classes. By some general 
results on countably PC: classes, obtained in Section 6, we show that the 
countable lofty models do not form a countably PC: class. 
The paper concludes with Section 7 which contains some open questions. 
1. Preliminaries 
This paper deals with models of Peano Arithmetic (PA) and their extensions. 
We assume throughout that all models are models of PA, except as otherwise 
noted. 
Let us begin by reviewing some fundamental definitions and properties. All 
extensions that we consider are elementary extensions. Suppose 9X< 8. Then ‘3 is 
a cofinal extension of % if 
(Vb E AJ)@a E M)(b <a). 
In contrast, % is an end extension of %! if 
(VUEM)(VbEN-M)(a<b). 
8 is a simple extension of 93 if for some b EN, every element of N is definable in 
8 with parameters from MU(b); in this case we may write % = m(b). 
A model 9J?. is short if for some a EM, {x EM: x is definable from a in Y%} is 
cofinal in mx72; otherwise 9.R is tall. 1132 is recursively saturated if ZJX realizes every 
recursive type over YJ?, i.e. for every set Z(v, 7) with a recursive set of Gbdel 
numbers and every finite ti from 9X, if X(v, si) is finitely satisfiable in ?E, then 
ZR!=_E:(b, H) for some b EM. Y_X! is boundedly recursively saturated if YJ realizes 
every bounded recursive type over 93, where Z(v, 1) is bounded if it contains a 
formula v <z. (Smoryr%ki has called such models ‘short recursively saturated’.) 
We will abbreviate ‘boundedly’ by ‘bdd’. It follows easily that short models are 
not recursively saturated, yet every non-standard model has a bdd recursively 
saturated cofinal extension. The reader may also check the following useful 
criterion: 9X is tall iff every type X(x, a) over 1uz is contained in a bounded type. 
We use freely the observation that PA is essentially just set theory with the 
negation of the axiom of infinity. So we feel free to write, for example, x E s 
instead of more cumbersome phrases like “the xth prime divides s”. Also it is 
useful to code sequences, i.e. there is (in PA) a definable function (x, y) I+ (x), 
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such that for all 4, 
PAtVu 3v 4(u, U) + Vz 3x Vy <z +(y, (x),). 
Since PA has definable Skolem functions it is possible (without loss of general- 
ity) and useful to write expressions like T(U), where T is a definable term. For 
example, if ‘$2 c’%(b), then every element of ‘92 is of the form T(a, b) for some 
a E M and some definable term T. 
A subset I of a model 22 is a cut of W if 1 is a non-empty initial segment that is 
closed under successor. The standard cut, which we always assume to be o, is just 
the set of standard elements of a. 
Suppose I is a cut in YJJ and m< ‘8. Then Y2 jills I with b if b E % and i <b <j 
for all ill and jeM-I. Let 
We write %2r!J? if I”=I. 
A type C(v) (not necessarily complete) defines the cut I of n if for all ‘8> m 
and b E N, b realizes C iff % fills I with b. In this case we say that I is definable ; if 
C is recursive, we say that I is recursively definable. For example, it is shown in [4] 
that there are nonstandard minimal models m and % such that the standard cut is 
recursively definable in % but not in %; and in fact, every minimal model has a 
cofinal simple extension in which the standard cut is recursively definable. 
A sequence (a,, . n <w) of elements of Tx7t is coded in m if form some c EM, 
(c), = u,, for all n <o. In this case we say that c codes (a, : n Cw). A weaker 
notion is that the sequence (a,. . n <co) is definable in 2J?; this means that for some 
c EM and a sequence (7,. . n CW) of terms, a,, = T,,(c) for all n CO. If in addition 
the sequence (T,, : n <o> is recursive, then (a, : n CO) is recursively definable. 
1.1. Proposition. (i) D! is tall ifi every definable sequence in 92 is bounded, ifl 
every recursively definable sequence in 2R is bounded. 
(ii) 9X is bdd recursively saturated if/ every recursively definable bounded sequ- 
ence in 9.R is coded. 
(iii) !l.R is o-saturated ijf every definable sequence in W is coded. 
(iv) 92 is w,-saturated ifi every w-sequence of elements of I%? is coded. 
Proof. (i) If n is tall and a EM, then there exists b E M which is greater than 
every element of YX that is definable from a. Then b is an upper bound for every 
sequence of the form (T,(a) : n <cw) with each T,, a (definable) term. Inversely, if 
%! is short, then there is a EM such that {x EM: x is definable in 9.X from a} is 
cofinal in %@. So setting T,,(X) = y iff y is least such that &((x, y) (for some 
recursive enumeration &, & . . . of the formulas with two free variables), then 
(T,,(U) : n Co) is unbounded in m. 
(ii) If ??&! is recursively saturated, a EM, and (T,, : n <o) is recursive, then the 
type z(v, a) ={(v), = T,,(a) : n <w} is recursive and finitely satisfiable in m. So 
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ml=X(c, a) for some CE M, i.e. c codes (~,,(a): n<o). Conversely, suppose m 
codes every recursively definable sequence in ZIR, and suppose C(U, a) is finitely 
satisfiable in n and Z is recursive. By (i) we may choose 6 EM such that 
,Y(v, a) U {v < b} is finitely satisfiable in ?R Choose (for all n < o) s, E M such that 
zlll b “s,, = {X < b : /j\i<n ai(Xp a))“, where {Oi : i -C CO} is a recursive enumeration of 2. 
Then clearly (s,, : n <w) is recursively definable in ltD2. So by hypothesis, it is coded 
by c for some c E M. Now ((c)~ : i < n) is a decreasing sequence of non-empty sets, 
for each standard II ; so this holds for some non-standard n. Then if Mb“d E 
(c),“, it follows that d realizes Z(V, a) in fl. (The bounded case is similar.) 
The proof of (iii) and (iv) are similar to the proof of (ii). Also, a proof of (iv) can 
be found in Pabion [ 11, Proposition 11. q 
We now formulate a tool that enables us to construct recursively saturated 
simple extensions in Section 3. In fact, we will also use this tool to give easy 
proofs of two known results. 
1.2. Lemma. Suppose % is a cofinal extension of 22 which realizes all bounded 
recursive types with parameters in YX.. Then 8 is bdd recursively saturated. (Hence, 
if IV2 is tall, then 5R is recursively saturated.) 
Proof. By Proposition l.l(ii) it suffices to show that every definable bounded 
sequence in % is coded in %. Let (r,,(v) : n <w) be recursive, and let b EN; we 
show that (r,,(b) : n <w) is coded in ‘%. Choose a EM with a > b. In ?N define 
c, = (r,,(d) : d < a). Then by hypothesis there exists e E N which codes (c, : n CO). 
non ((e),A = kA, = r,(b) f or all n < w. Choose f E N which codes (((e)& : n < CO), 
i.e. f codes (r,(b):n<W). 0 
1.3. Corollary (Smoryriski-Stavi [16]). (i) If % is a cojinal extension of % and !V? 
is (bdd) recursively saturated, then so is ‘3. 
(ii) If ‘8 is a cofinal extension of ,9X and 9X is w-saturated, then so is 8. 
(iii) (Kotlarski [S]). If %! is a simple cofinal extension of .9.X! and 2R is ol- 
saturated, then so is ‘3. 
Proof. (i) is immediate from Lemma 1.2. Then (ii) holds because, under the 
hypothesis, % is recursively saturated (by (i)) and hence w-homogeneous, so since 
% realizes all pure types, % is w-saturated. (Alternate argument: a recursively 
saturated model of PA represents all reals iff it is o-saturated.) For (iii), suppose 
in = .%!(b) and suppose (7, (a,,, b) : n <o> is given, with each a,, E M. By hypothesis 
we may choose c EM with (c), = a,, for all n <CO. Let r;(u, v) = 7,((u),, v). Then 
(r,,(~,, b) : n c w) = (rk(c, b) : n co), so the result follows from (ii) and Proposition 
1.1. q 
As remarked in the Introduction, this paper involves a study of notions lying 
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between recursive saturation and tallness (and their bounded versions). These 
notions are presented in the following definition. 
1.4. Definitions. Let 93 be a model and I a cut of 92. 
(i) Given e EM, X(v, y) and a EM, where Z(V, a) is a type over X%! (i.e. Z(u, a) 
is finitely satisfiable in 9X), we say that C(V, a) is e-lofty (in 272) if for some s EM, 
C(u, ~)U{V E s} is finitely satisfiable in %k! and Y$Ri=]s] = e. 2R is e-lofty if every 
consistent recursive Z(v, a) (a EM) is e-lofty in 1111. 23 is lofty if fllz is e-lofty for 
some e E M. 
(ii) 2J2 is I-lofty if % is e-lofty for all e E M-I. In particular, TD is w-lofty if 2J2 
is e-lofty for all non-standard e E M. 
(iii) YJ2 is uniformly I-lofty if for every recursive Z(u, a) which is finitely 
satisfiable in 22, there exists c EM such that for all e EM- I, 
c(v, a)U{@i <e)(v = (C)i)} is finitely satisfiable in Doz. In particular, % is uni- 
formly o-lofty if for every recursive X(V, a) one can find such c which works for 
all non-standard e EM. 
(iv) 2R is strongly I-lofty if for every recursive consistent Z(u, a) (a EM), Z(u, a) 
is e-lofty in 9? for some e E I. 
[We will occasionally refer to the notions defined above for 2X as ‘notions of 
loftiness’ .] 
(v) 9.X is bdd e-lofty, bdd lofty, and so on, if the respective notions above hold 
when restricted to bounded types C(V, y). 
The following proposition gives some immediate consequences of these defini- 
tions. The implications in (iii) and (iv) below are all proper, as we show in Section 
4. 
1.5. Proposition. Let 2Jl be a model. 
(i) Y9.R is recursively saturated ijf %I2 is l-lofty ij-J 272 is strongly o-lofty. 
(ii) %! is tall ifi n is strongly M-lofty. 
(iii) Let I be a cut. Then: 22 is strongly I-lofty+%Jl is uniformly I-lofty j%Jl is 
I- lofty. 
(iv) Let J S I be cuts. If 2X is J-lofty, then YJI is strongly I-lofty. 
Proof. The only part of the Proposition which possibly is not trivial is (ii). 
Suppose n is tall and let X(u, a) be a recursive type. By tallness, there is b E M 
such that b is greater than every element of M definable from a. Then, the set 
{x E M:x < b} demonstrates that Z(v, a) is b-lofty. Conversely, suppose 23 is 
stongly M-lofty. Let a EM and consider the recursive type Z(V, a) which asserts: 
“TJ is greater than every element definable from a”. If s E M is such that 
W!=(sJ = e, and s demonstrates that Z(V, a) is e-lofty, then max s is greater than 
every element definable from a. Hence, 2JtT is tall. 0 
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Each of the statements in Proposition 1.5 remains true when the notions are 
replaced by their bounded versions. Notice that any notion of loftiness is 
equivalent to its bounded version plus tallness. 
In Section 3 we will relate the various notions of loftiness to the existence of 
recursively saturated simple extensions. In fact, such extensions are cofinal, as we 
now check. We also get the existence of models which are not bdd lofty. 
1.6. Proposition. Suppose % = n(b). Then % is a cofinal extension of 9X ifi b <a 
for some a EM. If % is not a cofinal extension of %!, then % is short and not bdd 
lofty. 
Proof. The proof of the proposition, except the failure of bdd loftiness, is 
immediate from the following observation: For each formula 4(v, zl, z2, . . . , z,) 
there is a term T(X) such that the sentence 
(Vz 1 s x)(Vzz s x) * * * (Vz, s x)[3v 4(U, 2) -+ 3v ST(X) 4(v, r)] 
is a consequence of PA. 
To show the failure of bdd e-loftiness for arbitrary e EN, choose h, c EN such 
that h is nonstandard and b * e - h CC. Now consider the recursive, bounded type 
_X(v, b, c, h) consisting of 2, < 2’ (so that 0 codes a subset of [0, c)) together with 
1~1 G bh and all formulas of the form Vy < b [~(y, b)<c + ~(y, b)E v], where 
~(y, b) ranges over all terms without parameters or free variables other than y and 
b. If 2 U(v E s} were consistent for some s EN of internal cardinality e, then 
S = {v E s : (IJ( s bh} would contain every predecessor of c, since % = %X(b). This is a 
contradiction, since (in %) JSI < e . bh CC. Cl 
This argument also shows that no nonstandard minimal model is bdd lofty. 
2. Reducing to types that define cuts 
In this section we show how to reduce the notions of loftiness to types that 
define cuts. The following definition is the key to this reduction. We also apply the 
method to give a short proof of a theorem of Pabion and Richard in [ 111. 
Recall that we identify PA with finite set theory. (In fact, the results below hold 
for ZFC as well, if ‘k-onto’ is defined only for k E o.) 
2.1. D&&ion (within PA). For f any function from a closed interval [a, b] to a 
(finite) set A, the notion “f is k-onto A” is defined by induction on k. f is O-onto 
if f is onto A. f is (n + 1)-onto if for all B E A there exists [c, d] c [a, b] such that 
f 1 [c, d] is n-onto B. 
2.2. Lemma (within PA). For all k and every (finite) set A there exists an interval 
[a, b] and a function f : [a, b] + A which is k-onto. 
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Proof (in PA). The proof proceeds by induction on k. The case k = 0 is obvious. 
Assume the result for k = n. Given A, we may choose for each B c A an interval 
[as, bB] and a function fs :[uB, bB] -+ I3 which is n-onto. Of course, we may 
require [as, bB] n[k, b/J = @ for distinct B, Cc A. Using the finite axiom of 
choice, this may all be done canonically within PA. Let a be the minimum of all 
the a,, let b be the maximum of all the b,, and let g :[a, b]+ A be arbitrary 
extending U cfB : B E A}. Then g is (n + l)-onto A. 0 
The following definition gives a special class of types, namely those that define 
an intersection of intervals. 
2.3. Definition. A set T(v, 7) of formulas is an interval set if every formula in r is 
equivalent to one of the form T 1 s 21~ T.,, where 71 and 72 are terms in variables 
from 7; and moreover, if y, #J E r then [y + 41 or [+ + r] is valid. 
2.4. Lemma. For every set of formulas Z(v, 7) U {v -=c yo} there is an interval set 
r(v, 7, z), a term 7(x, yO, z) and a map g from .Z onto r, with g and r recursive in 
S, which satisfy the following conditions. 
(i) For any model 9.X and ii from M, any non-standard d E M, and any u E 2, if 
!?Xl=3v (+(v, ii), then Txltk3v [g(a)](v, CT, d). 
(ii) For any model .% and 6, b and d from M, and any u E 2, if 2R!= 
g(u)(b, ~7, d), then ZX!=u(T(b, a,, d), a>. 
Proof. Let {a,, : n Cw} enumerate X. We define terms s,, t,, and T and formulas Y,, 
for n <w as follows; then r = {.y,, : n -CO} will be the required set, where g(o,> = 
y,. Choose s “, to and T so that 
PA1 “T(*, yo, z) : [so& z), to& z)] + [O, yo] is z-onto”. 
In general, given s, and t,, choose s,,+~, t,,+l such that 
PAtz>n-t[s,(Y, z)~s,+~(Y, z)==~,,+~(Y, z)st,(g, z) 
A “T(*, YO? 2) 1 [%+I(% z>, &+I(% -?)I is (2 - n - l)-onto {x s YO: %(x2 8)}“1- 
Let -y,, be z > n A sn+I(Y, z) =S v =S &+I& z). The reader may easily verify that if the 
terms si and ti are chosen canonically, then this construction works. 0 
Lemma 2.4 allows us to consider just interval sets, rather than arbitrary types, 
in verifying loftiness. For this, the notion of the cofinality of a cut, defined by 
Kirby [7], is useful. 
2.5. Definition. Suppose J is a cut of a model 9X. Then cp(J), the cofinality of .7 
in .9X, is the set of e E M such that whenever s is an internal set of internal 
cardinality se, i.e. %Rl=ls( < e, then s nJ is not cofinal in J. 
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2.6. Lemma. Suppose that for every proper recursively definable cut I of w, 
e&cP(I). Then m is bdd e-lofty. 
Proof. Suppose Z(v, aO, a,) U{v < aO} is recursive and finitely satisfiable in m, 
where a, is nonstandard. Choose g, T and r as given by Lemma 2.4. Then 
property 2.4(i) guarantees that each element of T(v, ii, ao) has a witness, so that 
T(v, ii, aO) is finitely satisfiable (by definition of interval set). Since each formula in 
T(v, ii, a,,) defines a closed interval, there are two possibilities only: either r 
recursively defines a proper cut 1, or r is realized. By hypothesis, in the former 
case there is an internal set s of internal power e with s n I cofinal in 1. It follows 
that for all y E r(v, ii, aO) there is b E s with filJ2l=y(b, ii, ao). Let s’ be the range of 
7(x, a,, a,) on s. It follows from 2.4(ii) that C(v, ii) U {v E s’} is finitely satisfiable in 
W, and this completes the proof since ?IRt= ls’( < IsI = e. El 
The following theorem can be proved in much the same manner as was Lemma 
2.6. 
2.7. Theorem. (i) There are no definable (resp., recursively definable) cuts in 1111 ifl 
9X is o-saturated (resp., recursively saturated). 
(ii) ([ll]). For any model m of PA and any cardinal K > w, if (M, <) is 
K-saturated, then n is ~-saturated. 
Proof. We leave the proof of (i) to the reader who followed the proof of lemma 
2.6. To prove (ii) one uses an induction on K. The proof of the base step K = o1 is 
similar to (i) and is also left to the reader. The case when K is a limit cardinal is 
trivial. So we indicate the proof for the successor step K = A+. Let 2 = 
{u,(v) : a <A} be a consistent set of formulas, closed under finite conjunction, 
where uO(v) is v <c for some c E A4. By an induction on (Y we will construct a 
decreasing sequence of nonempty internal sets ~,(a< A) with s, E {x : 1111 bum(x)}. 
Moreover, we require that s,n{x:%J&~Y(x)}#@ for all y<h. Let so= 
{x :%R232~~(x)} and s,+~ = s, n{x :9Xka,+,(x>}. F or (Y a limit ordinal, consider the 
following consistent set of formulas in the variables v and vp (p <a): 
{(v),,=s~:p~cy}u{v(3<vup~:p < p’ < (Y} u {Vx Vy (x < y + (v), =, (v),)). 
There exist a, a,, al, . . . , ap. . . . satisfying this set in ?lJ$ since m is A-saturated by 
the inductive hypothesis. Consider the cut I = {x E M: x < ap for some p <a-}. It 
follows by overspill that for all y <A there exists b E M-I such that 
(*) 9Xt=32 [z E (a), r\a,(z)]. 
By the Ah-saturation of (M, <) I has downward cofinality at least A+, so there 
exists b E M - I which satisfies (*) for all y <A. Let s, = (a)b. 
Finally, the argument of Lemma 2.4, together with the A-saturation of mol, 
transfers the type {v E s, . a <A} to a type r whose formulas define intervals. The 
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h+-saturation of (A4, <) is used to guarantee that r is realized in mn; thus, ??X also 
realizes C. q 
Remark. The proof sketched above shows the analogous result for ZFC: if the 
ordinals of a model of ZFC are K-saturated (K > w), then so is the model. 
Our main use of Lemma 2.6 is to prove the following useful theorem. (For a 
converse and variations, see Section 4.) 
2.8. Theorem. Let I = {e E M: D is not e-lofty}. Then I is an initial segment closed 
under multiplication. 
Proof. Clearly 1 is an initial segment. Suppose e2 $1, i.e. %J? is e2-lofty; we show 
e$ I, i.e. % is e-lofty. By Lemma 2.6 it suffices to show that for every recursively 
definable cut J, eq! cfm(J). Since n is e*-lofty, e* 6 cf”(J); so it suffices to prove 
the following lemma. 
2.9. Lemma. For any cut J of a model D, cP(J) is closed under multiplication. 
Proof. Suppose e2 q! cP(J); say (si : i <e’) is an increasing (internal) enumeration 
of a set s such that s n J is cofinal in J. Let s’ = (s,.i : i <e}. If s’ n J is cofinal in J, 
then eq! cp(J) and we are done. Otherwise there is j E J such that for no s,+ > j is 
S,+E J. Let k = max{i : s,+S j}. Then {s,.~+~: i <e} fl J is cofinal in J, and again 
e 6 cf%(J). q 
The following corollary shows that the restriction to recursive types in the 
definition of e-loftiness is inessential, except for standard e. 
2.10. Corollary. Suppose 9.R is e-lofty, where e is nonstandard, and let S(v, a) be a 
type over 92, not necessarily recursive. Then _E(v, a) is e-lofty in !R 
Proof. Let f = max{x : x2< e}. By Theorem 2.8, %X is f-lofty. Now it suffices to 
show that for some s E M, C(v, a) U {v E s} is consistent and !E b (s( s e. Let 
WV, a) = (3x &(x, a) + &((v>,, a) : n <w}, where (4, : n -C w) is a recursive enum- 
eration of all formulas 4(x, y). Since ?E is f-lofty, there exists r with %R!= Irl = f, 
such that @ U{v E r} is consistent. Then since f is non-standard, the set s = 
{(x)~ :x E r, i <f} is the desired set of internal cardinality sf* s e. 0 
3. Loftiness and simple extensions 
In this section we show that a countable model is lofty if and only if it has a 
recursively saturated simple extension. In fact the following sharper result holds. 
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3.1. Theorem. Let 23 be countable and e E M. Then ‘2.X is (bdd) e-lofty iff 2JI has 
a (bdd) recursively saturated simple extension % = m(b) with b <e. (The right-to- 
left direction does not require countability.) 
Proof. (e) Suppose X = Z(v, a) is (bounded and) finitely satisfiable in 9X, where 
Z is recursive. Then ?R realizes X:, say by r(b, c) with c E M. Let s = 
{r(i, c) : i <m e}; then s is an internal subset of m of internal power at most e, and 
it is easy to see that s(v, a) U {v E s} is finitely satisfiable in % and hence in m. 
(3) By Lemma 1.2, it suffices to find n(b), with b < e, which realizes every 
(bounded) recursive type over 1ut. By Theorem 2.8, we may choose (d,, : n <or) 
such that d2,“” Se and m is d,-lofty. For the moment, suppose {Z,,(U) : n < w} 
enumerates some (bounded) recursive types over 9.R. We may use a coding so that 
sequences (4 : i < n) with ai <d are coded by numbers less than ni<, 4. In that 
case, notice that if b codes (ai : i <n), then 
i<n i<n i<n 
hence b <e. It follows by an easy compactness argument that there exists n(b) 
with b <e such that %R(b)!=l\ C,((b),), f or all n < w such that 2, (v) U {v < d,,} is 
consistent. 
It suffices then to choose the types Z, so that Z,(v) U {v cd,,} is consistent for 
all n Co, and so that by realizing all 2, in n(b), it should follow that every 
(bounded) recursive type over rXn is realized in D(b). Let {I’,,(v) : n <w} enumer- 
ate all (bounded) recursive types over 92. For each n there exists s, of internal 
cardinality d,, such that r,,(v) U {v E s,} is consistent over ?nt. Choose f,, E % so 
that 9J?l=“f,, maps [0, d,) onto s,“, and let Z,(v) = I’,,cf,(v)), all n. Then for all n 
we have Z,(V) U{v -C cl,,} is finitely satisfiable in m, and the construction above 
guarantees that 9X(b) realizes each _Z,, and hence each r,. q 
Next we prove similar characterizations of uniform and strong loftiness. 
3.2. Theorem. Let I be a proper cut of a countable model 9X. Then 93 is (bdd) 
uniformly I-lofty iff 9X has a (bdd) recursively saturated simple extension 9?(b) 
such that b<a for all aeM--I. 
Proof. The reverse direction has a similar proof to the corresponding direction of 
Theorem 3.1, so we omit it. Suppose m is (bdd) uniformly I-lofty. Let {r,(v) : n < 
w} enumerate all (bounded) recursive types over %fk For each n choose a, EM 
such that for all e E M-I, T,,(v) U((3i <e)(v = (a,),)} is finitely satisfiable in !I% 
We may assume that I is closed under multiplication; otherwise m is e-lofty for 
some e E I (by Theorem 2.8), and we are done by Theorem 3.1. As in the proof of 
Theorem 3.1, the desired model is obtained by applying the compactness 
theorem, in this case, to obtain a model of the following theory: 
Th@X,) U {~,,((u,,)~,,n) : n =C w} U {b < e : e E M - I}, 
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where b is a new constant symbol whose interpretation will be the desired 
generator. Cl 
3.3. Theorem. Let I be a cut in a countable model %Q. Then fllz is (bdd) strongly 
I-lofty ifl III? has a (bdd) recursively saturated extension 8 = 2J2(b0, bI, . . .) such 
that for all i < OJ, bi E 1%. 
Sketch of proof. The reverse direction follows as in 3.1. So does the forward 
direction, which is however somewhat easier in this case since there is no need to 
code the realizations of the appropriate types into a single generator. Cl 
3.4. Corollary. Suppose % is a cojinal extension of .8 and n is e-lofty, uniformly 
I-lofty, or strongly I-lofty respectively. Then % is e-lofty, uniformly Ix-lofty, or 
strongly I”-lofty, respectively. (The corresponding bounded notions are similarly 
preserved.) 
Proof. By a routine Lijwenheim-Skolem argument, it suffices to consider only the 
case that n and % are countable. Suppose m is e-lofty; the other cases follow 
similarly. By Theorem 3.1, 9.R has a simple extension 2%(b) which is recursively 
saturated, where b < e. 
By compactness there exists %(b)z n(b). But then YI(b) is recursively saturated 
by the Smoryfiski-Stavi theorem (Corollary 1.3(i)). Hence Yl is e-lofty, by the 
other direction of Theorem 3.1. 0 
In Section 7 we raise some questions pertaining to uncountable models. Here is a 
preliminary result in that direction. (See also Section 5.) 
3.5. Theorem. The following are equivalent. (We use the notation card&e) = 
1(x E M : x <m e}l.) 
(i) 2J2 has an q-saturated simple extension. 
(ii) Conditions (a) and (b) hold for some e E M. 
(a) For all countable XC M there exists a E M such that {(a), : i <e} 2 X. 
(b) @d)[(card,(e))‘o<card&d)]. 
(iii) Conditions (a’) and (b’) hold. 
(a’) For some e, every countable type over YJI is consistent with v E s for some s 
of internal cardinality e. 
(b’) Vc 3a [(card&c))‘0 < card&a>]. 
Proof. (iii)+(ii). Assume (iii); say e witnesses (a’). Let d be any non-standard 
element; we show that (ii) holds for d * e. Since (b) follows from (b’), we focus on 
(a). Given countable Xs M, say X = {xi : i <w}, let Z(v) = {(v)~ = xi : i co}. By (a’) 
we may choose s of internal cardinality e such that Z(v) U {v E s} is consistent; say 
s = {(b), : i < e}. For i < e and j < d let (C)di+i = ((b)i)j ; then {(c)~ : k < d . e> 2 X. 
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(i) j (iii). Assume n(b) is w,-saturated. Then 9X(b) is a cofinal extension of 9.X 
(by Proposition 1.6), so we may choose e E M such that b <e. Then (a’) follows as 
in the proof of Theorem 3.1. For (b’), fix c E M. Since XR(b) is w,-saturated, it 
codes every o-sequence from mZ(b) (hence from 1132), by Proposition 1.1. So for 
any non-standard k EM, if a, = ck, then (cards,r(c))K~scard~mct,,(a,,). So it suffices 
to find a EM such that card&a) acard IDZ(bj(aO). To do this, first we apply the 
collection schema in %! so that for each term r(u, V) (without parameters) there is 
a, such that for all d, there is d’< a7 for which min(r(d, i), aO) = min(r(d’, i), aO) 
for all i <e. Since D(b) has uncountable cofinality, so does m so there exists 
non-standard a EM with a > a, for all r(u, v). Notice that if z em(b), then 
z = T(d, b) for some d EM and some T(U, v); so if z <a,, then z = T(d’, b) for 
some d’ < a, by choice of a. Hence 
card&a) 3 lJ {T(d, b) : d -=c a, 7 a term} 2 cards,rci,,(u,), 
I 
as desired. 
(ii)+(i). Fix e and d witnessing (ii). Let {s’ : i <(card&e))“o} enumerate all 
w-sequences s’ = (s’ ,,: n co) of elements of lllE less than e, and let {ui : i < 
(card&e))“n} be a one-one enumeration of a set of predecessors in D of d. It 
follows from an easy use of compactness that there exists I%!(b) l(b),,,,,= s: (for 
all i =C (card&e))‘0 and n co), with b -=c edz (which is possible as long as we use a 
reasonable coding), so that ilJi!(b) is a cofinal extension of %Y It suffices to show 
that ZR(b) codes all w-sequences of elements of M, by Lemma 1.2. Suppose 
{d, : n =Cw}c M. By hypothesis (a) we may choose a E A such that {(u)~ : i <e}z 
{d,, : n -C w}. For each n <w choose i, <e such that (U)i, = d,; then choose 
i E M(b) such that (i), = i, for all n <w, by choice of YJ?(b>. Then (d,, : n Cw) = 
((u)~,,~: n CW), which is of course coded in m(b). 0 
We will see in Corollary 4.20 that the model m need not be o,-saturated (or 
even recursively saturated) in order that m(b) be o,-saturated, at least if one 
assumes the continuum hypothesis. 
4. Models with prescribed 1ofIiness 
Our purpose in this section is to construct models which show that the various 
notions of loftiness do not collapse. 
4.1. Definition. The loftiness of m is L(m) = {e EM :m is not e-lofty}. 
Recall that L(m) is an initial segment of m that is closed under multiplication 
(Theorem 2.8). Our main theorems of this section, Theorem 4.11 and 4.16, are 
converses to this. 
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We have seen in Proposition 1.6 that there are models which are not bdd lofty. 
We begin this section with Lemma 4.4, which produces models that are tall but 
not lofty (see Corollary 4.6). First we recall the following work of MacDowell and 
Specker [lo]. 
4.2. Definition. ‘% is a conservative extension of ?lR if ms % and for all XE N 
which are definable with parameters in %, XnM is definable with parameters in 
9.R. (Note: It follows that % is an end extension of rXn.> 
4.3. Lemma ([lo]). Every model of PA has a conservative (end) extension. 0 
4.4. Lemma. Suppose % is a conservative extension of 22. Then ‘9’2 is not bdd 
uniformly M-lofty. 
Proof. Suppose for a contradiction that lrll is bdd uniformly M-lofty. Fix a 
recursive enumeration {r,,(x) : n < W} of all terms, and fix b E N-M. Consider the 
recursive type {a,, (b, v) : n < w}, where 
c”(b, v) =Vi <b [((v)~)” = T,,(i)]. 
This type is consistent with v 6 b b2 so there is s EN such that for each n <w there 
is k, E M such that %l=cT,(b, (s&J. In 8 define 
g(u) = ~n[n&{(((s)&),, : k n < ~11. 
Clearly, if u EM, then g(u) EM. Therefore, there are c EM and term T(C, u) such 
that T(C, u) = g(u) for all u E M. In fact, we can arrange so that there are 
arbitrarily large d EM such that r(d, u) = T(C, u). Let T,,(X) = T(X, x). Pick d > k, 
so that r(d, u) = T(C, u) for all u EM. Then g(d) = T,,(d), but T,,(d) = (((s)&)” and 
k,, n < d. Contradiction. q 
In particular we have reproved the following observation of Kotlarski. Notice 
that Theorem 3.3 and Corollary 4.5 together imply Lemma 4.4 with the word 
‘uniformly’ replaced by ‘strongly’. 
4.5. Corollary. No proper conservative extension of a model of PA is recursively 
saturated. q 
Notice that by using Lemma 4.3 to iterate conservative extensions of a given 
model w times (or even (Y times, for any limit ordinal cz), one obtains a tall model 
which, by Lemma 4.4, is not lofty. This proves: 
4.6. Corollary. Every model has a tall conservative extension, of any cojinality, 
which is not lofty. q 
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To obtain models with prescribed loftiness, we will use the following com- 
binatorial notion and two pertinent lemmas. 
4.7. Definition. Let e, i, and j be elements of the model 22 and let C be a 
parametrically definable subset of roZ. (We think of C as consisting of codes of 
sequences of length e.) C is (i, j)-rich (for n and e) if j 3 1 and for every d EM, 
there is c E C such that (d)k = (c)<+ki whenever i + kj < e. 
4.8. Lemma. Suppose that C is (i, j)-rich for rxrZ and e, and that f: C +- [0, a) is 
parametrically definable in 92. Then for some b <a, f-‘(b) is (i + bj, aj)-rich (for 
2JI and e). 
Proof. Suppose not; then for all b <a, f-‘(b) is not (i + bj, uj)-rich, i.e. there is db 
for which there is no c E f-‘(b) such that (db)k = (c)i+bi+kaj whenever i + bj + kuj < 
e. Choose d E M so that (d)b+ka = (db)k whenever i + bj + kaj < e and b < a. Since 
C is (i, j)-rich, there is c E C such that (d)b+ka= (c)i+(b+ka)j whenever 
i + (b + ka>j <e. SO whenever b <a and i + bj + kaj <e, (db)k = (C)i+bj+kaj. If we set 
b = f(c), then this contradicts the choice of db. Cl 
In 4.9 through 4.13 we construct models % with prescribed loftiness I such that 
% is uniformly I-lofty. A parallel treatment of the nonuniform case appears in 
4.14 through 4.17. 
4.9. Lemma. Suppose C is (i, j)-rich for 2R and d, and suppose J is a proper cut of 
9X. Let r(x) be any term with parameters in M, and let e E cf*(J). Then for some 
k se, there is an (i + kj, (e + l)j)-rich subclass c’ of C such that for some p E J and 
qEM-J, {(7(c)),:m<e}n[p,q]=~ for all CEC’. 
Proof. A sequence (ak : k G e + 1) may be defined internally as follows. Set a, = 0. 
Given ak, choose aktl to be the least such that {c E C:{(T(C)), : m <e}fl 
[ak, aktl) = 8) is not (i + kj, (e + l)j)-rich. (If no such aktl exists, then set ak+l = 00, 
and in fact set a, = 00 whenever k < 1 s e + 1.) 
For the moment suppose a, $ J for some 1 se+l. Since eEcffDZ(J), thereis k<l 
such that a, E J and ak+l$ J. By the minimality of ak+l, we see that if p = ak and 
uk+l > q + 1 k J, then the class {c E C : {(T(C)), : m <e} n [p, q] = 8> is (i + kj, 
(e + l)j)-rich, and the conclusion of the lemma follows. 
Hence we may assume that al EJ for all 1 =2 e + 1. Partition C into e + 1 pieces 
as follows: f(c) is the least k se such that {(T(C)), : m < e}n[a,, ak+l) = 8. Notice 
that f(c) s e by the pigeon-hole principle. By Lemma 4.8 there exists k G e such 
that f-l(k) is (i + kj, (e + l)j)-rich. Hence, {c E C :{(~(c)), : m <e} II [a,, ak+l) = $?} 
is (i + kj, (e + l)j)-rich. This contradicts the definition of ak+l. 0 
4.10. Lemma. Let I c J be proper cuts of a counrable model I23 such that cp(.J) I> I 
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and I is closed under multiplication. Then there exists countable N )’ XC! such that 
% fills neither I nor J, cf%(J=) 1 I”, and for some b EN, {(b)k : k E I} 2 M. 
Proof. We will define a descending sequence of parametrically definable classes 
C,, (n <CO) such that % can be formed as n(b), where b is the type determined by 
the classes C,; that is, p(b) will hold iff for some n, q(x) holds for all x E C,,. Let 
{(a,, (P,,, 7,): n <w} enumerate all triples (a, cp, T) with a EM, cp(x) a formula with 
parameters from M, and r(x) a term with parameters from M. Fix d EM- I. Set 
C,, = M, which is (0, l&rich for !IR and d. We define C,,,, from C,, under the 
inductive hypothesis that C,, is (i, j)-rich for f131 and d, for some i, j E I depending 
on n. 
First, to guarantee the last conclusion, let C”,= {c E C,, : (c)~ = a,}; then Cz is 
(iO, jO)-rich, where i, = i + j E I and j0 = j E I. 
Second, apply Lemma 4.8 to obtain il, ji E I and C,‘,s C”, such that Ck is 
(i1, j&rich and either rvll=cp,(x) for all x E CT, or XRl=lcp,(x) for all x E Ck. This 
can be accomplished by setting j1 = 2jo and either il = iO or il = i,+ j,,. This step 
will guarantee that the type we are building is complete. 
Third, we guarantee that r,,(x) does not define a new element below a, (unless 
a,$ I in which case set i2 = i,, j2 = jl, and C’, = CA). Partition CA into a, + 1 pieces 
as follows: f(x) = min(r,,(x), a,). By Lemma 4.8 we may choose iz, j2, and C’,C_ CA 
such that i,< i1 + aA E I, j2 = (a, + l)j, E I, and C’, = f-‘(b) for some b 6 a,,, where 
C’, is (i2, j2)-rich. Notice that if b < a,, then -r,,(x) = b for all x E C”,, while if b = a,,, 
then r,,(x) z a, for all x E Ci. 
Our fourth step is to ensure that I is not filled in the extension. (The same 
argument allows us to guarantee that any given proper cut of %R is not filled in the 
extension.) Let h be the least such that {x E C~:T,(X)~ h} is (iz, 2jz)-rich. (If no 
such h exists, choose h E M-I arbitrarily.) If h E I, set Ci = {x E C”,: T,(X) s h}. If 
h 6 I, then set C’, = {x E C’, : T,,(X) 2 h} so that C’, is (i2 + j2, 2jz)-rich by Lemma 4.8. 
Set (i3, j3) = (i2, 2j,) in the former case, and (i3, j3) = (i2+ j2, 2j2) in the latter case. 
Finally, we want to guarantee that cf”(J”) 2 I, and that J is not filled. Suppose 
a,~ I (otherwise, set C,,, = C”,). An application of Lemma 4.9 yields p E J, 
qEM-J along with ksa,, and a class C,,+ig Ci such that C,,+i is 
(i3+ kj3, (a, + l)j,)-rich, and for all c E C,,, and m <a,, (T,,(C)), 6 [p, q]. Notice 
that i3 + kj3, (a, + l)j3 E I. 
This completes the construction of (C,, : n <w). 
Let Z(v) ={cp,(u): V,,(C) for all c E Cntl, and n <CO}. Since each C,, is 
nonempty, Z(v) is complete over lllz and ‘contains’ all the decisions from the five 
steps in the construction above. For example, for all n there exist p E J and 
q EM-J such that a formula expressing that {(T,,(U)), : m < a,,}fl [p, q] = fl is in 
Z(v). This guarantees that if n(b)> YX, where b realizes Z(V) in m(b), then m(b) 
does not fill J and {(T,,(b)), : m < a,} fl Jmncb) is not cofinal in JmCb’. The rest of the 
details showing that m(b) is the desired model are left to the reader. 0 
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2.6. L+emma. Suppose that for every proper recursively definable cut 1 of %, 
e$cfSR(Z). llzen 1Dz is bdd e-lofty. 
Proof. Suppose X(v, ao, al) U{v < ao} is recursive and finitely satisfiable in !?& 
where a, is nonstandard. Choose g, I and Z’ as given by Lemma 2.4. Then 
property 2.4(i) guarantees that each element of r(u, ii, ao) has a witness, so that 
r(v, 6, ao) is finitely satisfiable (by definition of interval set). Since each formula in 
Z’(V, (7, ao) defines a ciosed interval, there are two possibilities only: either r 
recursively defines a proper cut Z, or r is realized. By hypothesis, in the former 
case there is an internal set s of internal power e with s n Z cofinal in I. It follows 
that for all y E r(v, ii, ao) there is b E s with ml= ~(6, ii, ao). Let s’ be the range of 
7(x, a*, ao) on s. It follows from 2.4(ii) that X(V, ii) U {v E s’} is finitely satisfiable in 
%R, and this completes the proof since %Rt=ls’l~lsi =e. q 
The following theorem can be proved in much the same manner as was Lemma 
2.6. 
2.7. Theorem. (i) There are no definable (resp., recursively definable) cuts in 9R ijf 
%?2 is w-saturated (resp., recursively saturated), 
(ii) ([ll]). For any model 98 of PA and any cardinal K >o, if (M, <) is 
~-saturated, then m is K-saturated. 
Proof. We leave the proof of (i) to the reader who followed the proof of lemma 
2.6. To prove (ii) one uses an induction on K. The proof of the base step K = wl is 
similar to (i) and is also left to the reader. The case when K is a limit cardinal is 
trivial. So we indicate the proof for the successor step K =A+. Let S = 
{cr,(u):a! <A) be a consistent set of formuias, closed under finite conjunction, 
where fog is v <c for some c EM. By an induction on a we will construct a 
decreasing sequence of nonempty internal sets s,((Y <h) with s, c {x : ‘i%lw,(x)). 
Moreover, we require that s, n(x : mk=u,(x)} # P, for all y < X. Let so= 
{x :~kuo(x)} and s,+] = s, n{x :f172!=u,+,(x)}. For a: a limit ordinal, consider the 
following consistent set of formulas in the variables v and vg (p ecu): 
There exist u, ao, al, , . . , a@, . . . satisfying this set in ‘3X, since 9X is h-saturated by 
the inductive hypothesis. Consider the cut Z ={x ~M:x<u, for some /3 ecu}. It 
follows by overspill that for all y <A there exists b E M-I such that 
(*) WElz [z f (a)bnuY(z)]. 
By the h+-saturation of (kf, <) Z has downward cofmality at least h+, so there 
exists b E M - I which satisfies (*) for all y <X. Let s, = (a)w 
Finally, the argument of Lemma 2.4, together with the A-saturation of ‘8% 
transfers the type {V E s, : a < A) to a type l’ whose formulas define intervals. The 
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Remark. It is not difficult to construct lofty models of arbitrary cardinality that 
are not recursively saturated. (But see Question 7.1.) Take any countable lofty 
model %X that is not recursively saturated, by Theorem 4.11. In fact there exists a 
recursively definable cut J of Y& by Theorem 2.7(i). The result now follows from 
Theorem 6 of Paris-Mills [13], together with Corollary 3.4. In fact, these lofty 
models have cofinality o. Hence these models have recursively saturated simple 
extensions. This can be seen easily by applying Theorem 3.1 to a countable cofinal 
submodel, and then invoking the Smorytiski-Stavi theorem (Corollary 1.3(i)). 
The following corollary has the same proof as Theorem 4.11 but with an 
w,-sequence of models, taking unions at limit ordinals. 
4.13. Corollary. Let KR be countable and I a cut of DI. which is closed under 
multiplication. Then there is % >’ % such that % has cofinality wl, 8 does not fill I, 
L(8) = 1, and % is uniformly I-lofty. q 
We now turn our attention to the nonuniform case. We will use the following 
ad hoc definition. If m is a model and I and J are cuts of n, then we say that 
cP(J) 2 1 nonuniformly provided J is proper and there is no b EM such that 
{(b)i : i E I} n J is cofinal in J. 
4.14. Lemma. Suppose C is (i, j)-tich for W and d, and suppose that I and J are 
proper cuts such that cf*(J) z I nonuniformly and I is closed under multiplication. 
Let r(x) be any term with parameters in M, and let Y EM-I. Then there are 
k se s Y, with e EM-I, and an (i + kj, (e + l)j)-rich subclass C’ of C such that for 
some pEJand qEM-J, {(~(c)),:m<e}n[p,q]=fl for all CEC’. 
Proof. For each b SY a sequence (ab,k : k c b + 1) may be defined internally as 
follows. Set ab,O= 0. Given ab,k, choose ab,k+l to be the least such that {c E 
C : {(dc)) ,,, : m < b} n hk, ab,k+l ) = $4) is not (i + kj, (b + l)j)-rich. (If there is no 
such ab,k+l, then set ab,l = 00 whenever k + 1 s 1 s b + 1.) Consider the doubly- 
indexed sequence (ab,k :k<b+lEI). For each bEI, the set {ab.k:kcb+l} has 
internal cardinality in 1, because I is closed under multiplication by hypothesis. 
Since cfm(J) z I nonuniformly, there are p E J and q EM-J such that 
{ab,k : k S b + 1 E I} II [p, q] = 8. By overspill, there exists e EM- I, e 6 Y, such that 
{a,,,:k<e+l}n[p,q]=P). 
For the moment, suppose a,,, $ J for some 1 s e + 1. Then there is k < 1 such that 
%k CP and 4 < %k+l. By the minimality of ae,k+l, we see that the class {c E 
C : {(7(c)), : m < e} fl [p, q) = 9) is (i + kj, (e + l)j)-rich, and the conclusion of the 
lemma follows. 
Hence, we may assume that ae,[ E J for all 1 =G e + 1. But then a contradiction 
follows the same way it did in the proof of Lemma 4.9. q 
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4.15. Lemma. Let I, J, K be proper cuts of a countable model 2.X such that 
cfm(J) 2 I nonuniformly and I is closed under multiplication. Suppose that whenever 
k E K then there is i E K - I such that ik E K. Then there exists countable %t> ‘%’ 
such that ‘J1 fills neither I nor J, cf%(J”) 2 I nonuniformly, and for some b E N, 
{(b),:kEK}gM. 
Proof. Proceed in the manner of the proof of Lemma 4.10, defining a decreasing 
sequence (C,, : n < 0) of parametrically definable classes which will determine the 
type of b, and then set % = ZJZ(b). Fix d E M-K. Set C, = M, and then define C,,,, 
from C,, under the inductive hypothesis that C,, is (i, j)-rich for D and d, for some 
i, j E K depending on n. The first, second, third and fourth steps are the same as in 
the proof of Lemma 4.10 except that i, iO, . . . , j2, j3 are now in K. The fifth step is 
replaced by the following step, which is intended to guarantee that cf%(J%) 2 I 
nonuniformly. 
By the given condition on I and K, there is r E K - I such that j3r E K. An 
application of Lemma 4.14 yields p E J and q E M-J along with k s e G r and a 
parametrically definable C,,, s C’, such that e E K-I, C,,,, is (i, + kj3, (e + l)j3)- 
rich, and for all c E C,,, and m <e, (T,,(C)), $ [p, q]. Notice that i, + kj3, (e + l)j3 E 
K. 
This completes the construction of (C, : n CO). The proof that m(b) is the 
desired model is left to the reader. q 
4.16. Theorem. Let 2X be countable and I a cut of 2X which is closed under 
multiplication. Then there is a countable !J2>’ ??A such that 92 does not fill I, 
L(g) = I, and % is not uniformly I-lofty. 
Proof. First, we find a decreasing sequence (K, : n <o) of cuts of m such that 
n {K,, : n <o} = I with the property that whenever k E K,, then there is i E K,, -I 
such that ik E K,,. To obtain such a sequence, let (d, : n CW) be a decreasing 
sequence of elements of M-I converging to I such that dz,, <d,,. (Notice that 
there is such a sequence since I is closed under multiplication.) Then let 
K,={xEM:x”‘+~ <dT for some m <w}. Next, as in the proof of Theorem 4.11, 
there is a countable end extension mm, of m such that %& has a recursively 
definable cut Jo for which cfmo(JO) 2 I. (In fact it suffices that cfmo(JO> 2 I 
nonuniformly.) Construct an elementary chain %J&< 2.$x 9&< . . - of models, 
where .!?&+, is obtained from .%,, by applying Lemma 4.15 to %,, with J = J$ 
and K = K~z-. The reader will easily verify that % = U {mm, : n <o} is as 
desired. 0 
4.17. Theorem. Let 9.R be a countable model and I a cut of %X which is closed 
under multiplication. Then there is %>‘%R such that % has cofinality q, % does 
not jill I, L(‘%) = I, and % is not uniformly I-lofty. 
Proof (Sketch). This follows from a slight strengthening of Theorem 4.16. 
Roughly, iterate Theorem 4.16 o1 times, obtaining models mDz, (a <w,). Added 
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care is taken to ensure that for a fixed recursively definable cut Jo of ??J&, (as in the 
proof of 4.16), cfyn-(JT=)zI nonuniformly for all ol<w,. Cl 
What ever became of strong loftiness? 
4.18. Theorem. Let $.JI be countable and I a cut that is the union of proper initial 
segments of I which are closed under multiplication. Then there is !JI> 2R such that 
8 does not fill I, L(S) = IQ, and % is strongly IS-lofty. 
Before proving the theorem we make two remarks about it. First, the require- 
ment that I is the union of proper initial segments of I which are closed under 
multiplication is necessary. For, suppose that L(m) = I, 9.R is strongly I-lofty, and 
e E 1. Since %R is not e-lofty, there is a recursively definable cut J of m such that 
e E cp(J), by Theorem 2.6. According to Lemma 2.9, cP(J) is closed under 
multiplication. Since ZR is strongly I-lofty, cP(J) 5 I. 
The second remark is that the conclusion of Theorem 4.18 cannot be 
strengthened so that % >’ m. For, let m be an end extension of the minimal 
model D&, (which is not the standard model) of its theory, and let I = MO. Suppose 
% >’ m and % is strongly I-lofty. We will obtain a contradiction. Let x(u) = 
C(u), = 7, . . M <co}, i.e. (u), is the nth definable element in some effective enumera- 
tion of the terms. Choose e E MO such that X(u) U {II E s} is finitely satisfiable in % 
for some s of internal cardinahty e. Then the set {(x)~ :x E s, i <e} has internal 
cardinality at most e* E M,; yet, this set includes M,, so, in particular, has more 
than e* elements. 
Proof of Theorem 4.18. We will use a slight strengthening of Theorem 4.11. 
Suppose we add to the hypothesis of that theorem that IO, II,. . . , Ir_l, 
Jo, -Jl, . . . , Js_l are cuts of !lX such that cP(J,) E I for each j <s. Then we can add 
to the conclusion that % does not fill Ii for each i < r, and that cf%(JF) = cP(J,) for 
each j <s. We can obtain the first additional conclusion because Lemma 4.10 can 
be similarly strengthened as was hinted at by the parenthetical comment in the 
proof of that lemma. The second conclusion can be obtained by applying Lemma 
4.9 a few more times. 
Let I = U {I, : n <w}, where (I,, : n CO) is a strictly increasing sequence of cuts 
of Y.R, each closed under multiplication. Using the strengthened form of Theorem 
4.11, construct an elementary chain ?IJ? = !IJ&z,c Y&d &_-z - * * and (using the 
remark following Theorem 4.11) J, of ft171,+r such that the following hold for each 
n<w: 
(1) Z” <I‘?” ?IXxn,+,; 
(2) Y.X+1 does not fill Imm; 
(3) L(roz,+*) = 17; 
(4) cP--I(J,) = Pm*‘; 
(5) for m < n, cP--I(Jz--1) = cf!r?$Jzm); 
(6) for m <n, m,,,, does fill JE-. 
Clearly, the model % = U {ZJ&, : n <w} is as desired. 0 
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In light of Section 3, we can interpret some of the results of this section in terms 
of the existence of recursively saturated simple extensions. 
4.19. Corollary. There are countable models m of any completion of PA with any 
one of the following properties: 
(i) 2X has a cofinal, recursively saturated extension, but has none which is a 
simple extension. 
(ii) For some nonstandard e EM, ltrn has a recursively saturated, simple extension 
9X(b), but has none with b <e. 
(iii) For all nonstandard e E M, ,% has a recursively saturated, simple extension 
m(b) with b <e, but has none in which b fills the standard cut. 
(iv) YA has a recursively saturated simple extension .9?(b) in which b fills the 
standard cut, yet ZR is not recursively saturated. 
Proof. Any tall model which is not recursively saturated satisfies (i), while (ii) 
follows from Theorems 3.1 and 4.11. Similarly, part (iii) follows from Theorems 
3.2 and 4.16. Finally (iv) follows from Theorem 3.2 and 4.11. Cl 
In fact, by using the models constructed in the proof of Corollary 4.13, we can 
strengthen (iv), using Theorem 3.5. 
4.20. Corollary (CH). Every complete extension of PA has a model which is not 
recursively saturated yet has an q-saturated simple extension. Cl 
5. Co&ml extensions and ~-saturation 
Kotlarski [S] asked, generalizing Corollary 1.3(iii), if a simple cofinal extension 
of a K -saturated model of PA must also be K -saturated. He had already shown a 
very special case: if % is saturated, then % has a proper saturated simple 
extension. In general, his question has a negative answer as we will see in this 
section. It turns out that nearly all questions of this sort can be answered using 
Keisler’s work on good ultrafilters. The bridge between simple extensions and 
ultrapowers is the following proposition. 
5.1. Proposition. Suppose % is K-saturated and D is an ultrafilter over I, where 
iI\< K. Then Y?/D is a simple, cofinal extension of %. 
Proof. For any function f : I -+ N, let p denote the equivalence class of N*/D to 
which f belongs. Identify a EN with fa, where fa : I + N is the constant function 
with range {a}. Now let g : I --, N be any one-one function, and let f : I * N be 
any function. By the K-saturation of 8, there is an element a EN such that 
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(a),(i,=f(i) for each i E 1. Thus, in %‘/D, (a), =f Thus, %?/D = 8(S), SO the 
extension is simple. To see that it is cofinal, use the K-saturation of % to find b E N 
such that b > g(i) for each i E I. Then b > g in N’/D. 0 
The reader can verify that if one takes I = o in Proposition 5.1, then the 
standard cut in !I?/0 has downward cofinality at most 2’0, and hence !Jl’/D is not 
(2’~~)+-saturated. By Proposition 5.1 this gives a negative answer to Kotlarski’s 
question. However, we prove a sharper result in Corollary 5.7 below. 
We will need the notion of a ~-good ultrafilter. (See Chapter VI of [2].) Keisler 
[5] proved that such ultrafilters produce ~-saturated ultrapowers. 
5.2. Lemma (Keisler). Suppose %?I is any structure and that D is a countably 
incomplete, K-good ultrafilter over I. Then ‘@/D is K-saturated. 0 
The existence of these ultrafilters was shown by Keisler using the GCH. Later 
Kunen eliminated the need for any additional set-theoretic hypothesis. 
5.3. Lemma (Kunen [9]). For each K there is a countably incomplete, K+-good 
ultrafilter over K (which, consequently, is not Ktt-good). 
Keilser [6] proved that under certain conditions there is a converse to Lemma 
5.2. The following lemma can be proved by making only a minor adjustment to 
the proof of Theorem 3.4 of [6]. 
5.4. Lemma. If ‘$2 is a model of PA with INI Z K and D is a countably incomplete 
ultrajilter over I such that %IlD is K+-saturated, then D is K+-good. 
Proof (Hint). Proceed as in the proof of Theorem 3.4 of [6]. The formula USE W,,, 
asserting “vO is in the v,th C,-set” is the key. First notice that the formula is 
versatile. For if T is a weak ideal over {1,2, . . . , n}, then let al, u2, . . . , a,, be 
distinct elements such that W, = {t E T: i E t}. Then for t ~{l, 2, . . . , n}, %!= 
3~ AiEt (v,, E W,) iff t E T. Next, notice that the formula vO E W,, satisfies (*) in 
Lemma 3.4a of [6]. Let n <w, and let f : N -+ N be the definable function such 
that 
f(x) = pypds (s E W, t, (s( = n AX E s)]. 
Let Y be the range of f, so that ( YI 2 k. Clearly, for t c Y, % b3v0 A,,, vO E W, iff 
(C( G n. The remainder of the proof of Theorem 5.4 is the same as the proof of 
Theorem 3.4 in [6]. 0 
5.5. Lemma. Let Zan be a A +-saturated model of PA and %> 93 a cofinal 
extension generated over 23 by no more than A elements. Then % has a simple, 
cofinal A+-saturated extension which is not Aft-saturated. 
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Proof. Let 1~ A4 have cardinality A, and let {bi : i E I} be a set of generators for % 
over ZE. Let %(b) be a simple, cofinal extension of % such that for each i E I, 
2X(b) t=(b)i = bi. ThUS, %2(b) =??X(b). 
Using Lemma 5.3 let D be a countably incomplete, X+-good ultrafilter over 1. 
Let f : I + I be the identity function, and let p be the equivalence class of XJl(b)D/I 
to which f belongs. Let g : I + %2(b) be arbitrary. For each i E I, there are ai EM 
and a term T~(x, V) such that ,%Jl(b)!=~~(a,, b) =g(i). Let c EM be such that c > b. 
There is di EM such that ~I=VV <c (4), = Ti(q, u), SO the same holds in %X(b). 
Thus %!(b)!=(d,), = ~(a,, b); that is .92(b)!=(~), = g(i). Using the A+-saturation of 
%R, there is an element d E M such that (d), = 4 for each i E I. But then 8 = ((d)f)b, 
so that YJl(b)“/I = 9Jl(b)C,f). Thus YX(b)D/I IS a simple, cofinal extension of YD, and 
thus also of R Also, ZR(b)“/I is A+-saturated, by Lemma 5.2, and not A++- 
saturated, by Lemma 5.4. 0 
The following corollaries are now immediate. 
5.6. Corollary. Suppose % is A+-saturated. Then Yl has a proper, simple cofinal 
extension which is A+-saturated but not A++-saturated. Cl 
5.7. Corollary. Every model of PA has a proper, simple cojinal extension which is 
not &saturated. 
Proof. Let m be a model of PA and % a proper, simple cofinal extension. If % is 
not &-saturated, then we are done. Otherwise, use Corollary 5.6 to obtain a 
simple cofinal extension of !JI which is not X,-saturated. q 
5.8. Corollary. Suppose K 2X, is regular and A 2X,. Then there is % which is 
K -saturated and not K+-saturated such that % has a simple, cojinal extension which 
is At-saturated but not hii-saturated. 
The condition that K is regular is necessary in this corollary. For, if K is singular 
and ‘% is ~-saturated, then (N, <) is ~-saturated, and therefore is K+-saturated. 
But then by Theorem 2.7(ii) % is also K+-Saturated. 
Proof. If K > A, then by Corollary 5.6 any K-saturated model which is not 
K+-Saturated will do. So suppose A 2 K, and let %@ be A+-saturated. By Lemma 5.5 
it suffices to find a cofinal extension %> !lR generated by at most A generators 
which is ~-saturated but not K+-saturated. Construct an elementary chain 
(?IRX7t,:a G K) as follows. Let mxrt, = mxn, and let !?& = U {m,, : Y -=C a} for limit (Y. If Q( 
is odd, let mnz,+, be a simple, cofinal extension of !I& which fills the standard cut. 
If (Y is even, use Lemma 5.5 to obtain a A+-saturated, simple cofinal extension 
%R u+1 of nnz,. Then let % =8&. The odd stages guarantee that % is not K+- 
saturated, whereas the even stages guarantee that 8 is ~-saturated. 0 
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6. Short and tall models and PC: classes 
It is a general fact of model theory that the class of recursively saturated models 
for a given finite language Y is a PC, class. For example, an .Z-structure %?l is 
recursively saturated if and only if it is the set of urelements of a model ‘%’ of 
KPU’+l[infinity axiom], (cf. Barwise-Schlipf [l]). In fact, if ‘8 kPA we may also 
require that ‘II’ satisfy the induction schema for its urelements %, using all A, 
formulas of the language of KPU’. A notion of satisfaction class in, for example, 
Schmerl [14] gives a natural theory whose countable reducts to the language of 
PA are exactly the countable recursively saturated models of PA; see Proposition 
6.2. Are there similar characterizations for the countable models in other classes, 
such as the class of tall models, of lofty models, or of short models? The main 
result in this section answers this question negatively, using a characterization of 
recursive saturation similar to previous ideas of Smorynski-Stavi [16] and Paris- 
Harrington [ 121. 
6.1. Definitions. For the remainder of this section, we let _Y’ range over countable 
languages that extend the language of PA. 
(i) The theory PA(Z) is obtained f rom PA by adding the induction schema for 
all 9-formulas. 
(ii) A class 3% of models of PA is countably PC; if for some .Y there is an 
Z-theory T =, PA(Z) such that for every countable model m of PA, m E .% iff m 
is expandable to a model of T. 
6.2. Proposition. The class of recursively saturated models is countably PC;. 
Proof (Sketch, [14]). Let .9 extend the language of PA by adding a new binary 
relation symbol S and a constant symbol c. Then let T be the theory obtained by 
adding to PA(9) all sentences c > y1 (n <w) together with the natural axioms that 
assert that S is a partial non-standard satisfaction class, which means that S 
satisfies the schema Vx [p(x) t, S(‘cp’, x)]. Notice that in any model m of T, the 
induction schema guarantees that S satisfies the inductive definition of satisfaction 
for all formulas up to some non-standard length e. It follows by familiar reasoning 
that ZrJz is recursively saturated. Conversely, if YX is countable and recursively 
saturated, then zu2 is resplendent (cf. Barwise-Schlipf [l]) and hence it’s easy to see 
that ZR is expandable to a model of T. q 
Our interest in countably PC: classes stems from their usefulness in construct- 
ing uncountable models, as illustrated in Schmerl [14] in the construction of large 
recursively saturated models which are rather classless, a notion recalled in the 
remark below. (We ask about uncountable models in Questions 7.1 and 7.2.) 
6.3. Remark. The restriction to countable models is essential for Proposition 6.2. 
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To see this we recall a couple of definitions. A class of m is a subset X for which 
{x E X : x < a} is parametrically definable in 1131, for all a E M. A model n is rather 
classless if every class of %R is parametrically definable in W. A theorem of 
Kaufmann [3] and Shelah [15] shows that there exist rather classless, recursively 
saturated models of PA. However, no such model is expandable to any countable 
Z-theory TZJ PA(Z) all of whose countable models have recursively saturated 
reducts to the language of PA. For if %+ = (n, RO, RI, . . .) is a rather classless 
model of such a theory T, where without loss of generality (by using a pairing 
function) each Ri is unary, then (by the induction schema) each Ri is a class, so is 
parametrically definable in 9?. It follows that m+ has a countable elementary 
submodel Y%+ whose reduct to the language of PA is short-a contradiction. 
Now we show that even for countable models, there is (unfortunately) no 
analogue of Proposition 6.2 for other natural saturation and non-saturation 
notions such as loftiness and shortness. 
The proof of the following theorem is given after some of its corollaries are 
drawn in 6.5. 
6.4. Tlworem. Let T 2 PA(Z) be an Z-theory. Then the following are equivalent. 
(i) There is a countable tall model of PA that is not recursively saturated, but is 
expandable to a model of T. 
(ii) There is a countable nonstandard short model of PA that is not bdd 
recursively saturated, but is expandable to a model of T. 
(iii) There is a countable nonstandard short model of PA that is expandable to a 
model of T. 
6.5. Corollary. The following classes of models of PA are not countably PC;. 
(a) The class of tall models. 
(b) The class of short models. 
(c) The class of bdd recursively saturated models; the class of bdd recursively 
saturated models which are short. 
(d) The class of lofty models ; of w-lofty models ; of uniformly w-lofty models. 
Proof of Corollary 6.5. Cases (a) and (b) follow from the implications (i)+ (iii) 
and (iii)+(i) of Theorem 6.4, respectively. (Actually, (b) can be proved directly 
without difficulty.) The implication (iii)+(i) of Theorem 6.4 yields case (c), since 
if a tall model is not recursively saturated then it is not bdd recursively saturated. 
Finally, case (d) follows from Theorem 4.11, which says that even the smallest of 
these classes (the uniformly o-lofty models) contains a countable model which is 
not recursively saturated; so since all of these classes are contained in the class of 
tall models, case (d) follows from the implication (i)+ (iii) of Theorem 6.4. 0 
In order to prove the implication (i)+ (ii), we first present three lemmas. The 
second is similar to Theorem 2.2 of Smorynski-Stavi [16]. 
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6.6. Lemma. Suppose %* is a nonstandard model of PA(Z), and let %* be a 
conservative extension of %!* such that the reduct % of Yl* to the language of PA is 
recursively saturated. Then the reduct roZ of YJI* to the language of PA is recursively 
saturated. 
Proof. The proof of Proposition 6.2 shows that % has a partial non-standard 
satisfaction class S, which by means of a pairing function may be viewed as a 
unary relation on %. Since %* is a conservative extension of m*, S nA4 is 
parametrically definable in 9J?* and hence the induction schema holds for (m, S n 
M). Since 1172~ 8, it follows that S n M is a partial non-standard satisfaction class 
for I2Jt, and hence %R is recursively saturated. 0 
6.7. Lemma. Let T 2 PA@?‘) be an Z-theory for some countable language 22, and 
suppose !lJJ is a model of PA which is expandable to a model %!* of T. Let f be a 
definable function of 2.R” which eventually dominates every definable function g in 
9.J& i.e. 
9JI*!=3x VY >x (Y EX--tf(Y)‘g(Y)). 
Then %JI is recursively saturated. 
Proof. Let %* be a conservative extension of 1171*, and let 7 extend f to %* (using 
the same definition). Then f dominates every definable function g in %, so by 
Theorem 2.2 of [16], % is recursively saturated. Hence by Lemma 6.6, 9.R is 
recursively saturated. 0 
6.8. Lemma. Suppose m* is a model of PA(.9), whose reduct to the language of 
PA is not recursively saturated. Then there is an end extension D?*(b) of 9JI* such 
that for every definable function f of a*, %*(b)k f(b)< g(b) for some function g 
that is definable in YJI. 
Proof. The proof expands on the ideas in proving the MacDowell-Specker 
Theorem. Let (f,, : n Cw) enumerate all definable functions of n*. It suffices to 
define a sequence X0 2 X, =, X, 2 * . . of unbounded subsets of M, each definable 
in 9!*, such that for all n there is a definable function g,, of ?DI satisfying 
fnb)(gn(x) for all xE-JL+~, and such that f, is constant or strictly increasing on 
X ntl. Set X0 = M. Having defined X,,, apply Lemma 6.7 to the function f;(x) = 
f,,(py 2~ [Y E X,]) to obtain a function g,, definable in !JJ& such that f;(x)< g,,(x) 
for arbitrarily large x. We may assume that g,, is strictly increasing. Then set 
XL = {x E X, : f,,(x) < g,,(x)}. Notice that if f;(a) < g,,(a) and b is the minimum of 
{XEX,:X aa}, then g,,(b) 2 g,(a)> f;(a) = f,,(b); so XL is unbounded. Finally, 
choose X,,+l to be a definable unbounded subset of XL such that f,, is constant or 
strictly increasing on X,,,. 0 
Proof of Theorem 6.4. The direction (ii)+ (iii) is trivial. Now suppose ZJZ is a 
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model with expansion %J? * that witnesses (i); we show that (ii) holds. Choose 
m*(b) as in Lemma 6.8, and let % be the reduct of m*(h) to the language of PA. 
The choice of m*(b) guarantees that the elements of % which are definable from b 
in % (i.e. using only the language of PA) are cofinal in %1; so, % is short. Since % is 
an end extension of ZR, % is not bdd recursively saturated because %R is not (since 
n is a tall model which is not recursively saturated). 
Finally, for (iii) 3 (i) suppose n is a countable non-standard short model of PA 
that is expandable to a model %!* of T. By iterating the MacDowell-Specker 
theorem (for the theory PA@)) o-times (cf. Lemma 4.3), we obtain a countable 
conservative extension %* of m* which is tall. Then of course the reduct % of %* 
to the language of PA is also tall, and % is not recursively saturated by Lemma 
6.6 (because !?.R is not recursively saturated). q 
7. Questions 
We know that if %R has a recursively saturated simple extension, then % is lofty. 
The converse holds for countable models (Theorem 3.1). The same holds even if 
only the cofinality of 9X is countable, as was shown after Theorem 4.11. However 
for uncountable cofinality K, even if K = q, we do not know if every lofty model 
of cofinality K has a recursively saturated simple extension (though the answer is 
“Yes” if the model is not ~-like, by (*) below). Indeed, we know of no model with 
cofinality greater than w1 that is lofty but not recursively saturated. 
7.1. Question. Are there any lofty models with cofinality >wr which are not 
recursively saturated? 
7.2. Question. Are there any models with cofinality >wi which have recursively 
saturated simple extensions but which are not already recursively saturated? 
The following observation together with Corollary 4.13 shows that Question 
7.2 becomes true for cofinality or. Its proof is similar to the proof of (ii) =$ (i) of 
Theorem 3.5. 
(*I If tnZ is lofty but has no recursively saturated simple extension, then ZR is 
K-life for some regular uncountable K. 
We do not know if there is an q-like model, or for that matter a ~-like model 
for some K of uncountable cofinality, satisfying the criteria of Question 7.2. 
Notice that Question 7.3 has an affirmative answer under CH (by Corollary 4.20). 
7.3. Question (Without CH). Are there any models which have w,-saturated 
simple extensions but are not q-saturated? 
We know from Corollary 5.8 that if or is replaced by any larger cardinal in 
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Question 7.3, then the answer is positive. Also, every K+-saturated model has a 
K+-saturated proper, simple extension, by Corollary 5.6. 
7.4. @w&ion. For inaccessible K, does every K-Saturated model have a K- 
saturated proper, simple extension? 
Every countable uniformly w-lofty model has a recursively saturated simple 
extension generated by an element filling the standard cut. 
7.5. Question. Is there a countable, uniformly w-lofty model which is not recur- 
sively saturated such that every extension filling the standard cut is recursively 
saturated? 
7.6. Question. Is there a countable, uniformly w-lofty model having an extension 
which fills the standard cut and which is not recursively saturated? 
The results of Section 6 were developed in an attempt to answer Question 7.1. 
Unfortunately, even the class of bdd e-lofty models is not countably PC: (nor is 
the class of bdd lofty models), as we have shown recently in [4]. However, the 
following question remains open. A positive answer would give an w,-like lofty 
model, the existence of which is also open. 
7.7. Question. Does every countable e-lofty model have an e-lofty proper end 
extension? (Similarly for bdd lofty models.) 
The latter version of Question 7.7 has the following consequence, which is also 
open. 
7.8. Question. In analogy to recursive saturation, does every countable bdd 
e-lofty model have an e-lofty end extension? 
Note added in proof 
Questions 7.4, 7.5 and 7.6 are answered positively in [4]. 
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